Group E (11+)

SPECIMEN PAPER 2015

English - Writing

25 minutes

Instructions

- Select one task
- Use the planning box to generate ideas
- Make your writing as clear and informative as possible
Choose ONE of the following tasks.

EITHER

Write about going to school one hundred years in the future.

You might write about:
  • what you could see / smell / hear there
  • one memorable event / incident / episode that happened to you
  • how you felt about what happened

OR

Write about going to a supermarket one hundred years in the future.

You might write about:
  • what you could see / smell / hear
  • one memorable event / incident / episode that happened to you
  • how you felt about what happened

Credit will be given for good spelling, punctuation and grammar as well as imaginative and exciting use of vocabulary. You may not need to use all the lines.

Before you start writing, think about:
  • a good way of beginning your writing
  • interesting words and phrases as description
  • how you will show your feelings

You can use this space for planning notes if you wish: